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Japan-Korean Lutheran Church Pastors’ Conference
“Blessed are the Peacemakers”

平和
(Peace)

Location: Jeju Island, just south of
mainland South Korea.
History: On April 3rd,1948, a
rebellion and subsequent massacre of
inhabitants by order of the new South
Korean government—with US
collusion.
At this first-ever joint conference
some viewed it as an opportunity for
the church to increase awareness for
truth and reconciliation regarding
human tragedies such as this.
Practically speaking, the two church
bodies also planned to use this
opportunity to prepare for their joint
celebration of the 500th anniversary of
the Reformation, and to recognize
greater partnership in mission work
due to the first Korean missionary to
the people of Japan installed at a JLC
church in 2015.

Top: Japan LutheranChurch President Shimizu receives a stole from
President Kim of the Lutheran Church of Korea.
Bottom: Dan with Japanese pastors.

As a theological education facilitator
Dan is learning how our church body
can work in peace and harmony with
church bodies in Asia towards
bringing about the greatest
reconciliation ever—with God through
Jesus Christ.

Peace and Kanji: The Preparation Continues
“Is Japanese harder than Hebrew?” a pastor asked me recently.
YES! is the short answer. How much harder? Let’s start with Spanish
as a basis of comparison.
According to the Foreign Service Institute, Spanish is a Category I
language that requires approximately 600 hours of study to attain
“general professional proficiency.” Hebrew, ranking as a Category
IV language requires 1100 hours. Japanese, as a Category VI
language—the most difficult of ALL for English speakers—requires
at least 2200 hours for proficiency. Looks like it is TWICE as hard
as Hebrew.

Peace kanji from Dan’s textbook

Living in Peace and Safety

Dan and Sean after a peaceful repast at a Japanese
restaurant. (The owners gave us a maple leaf branch.)

THANK YOU!! We so appreciate all of
you who have joined us in this LCMS
mission work in Asia. During this Advent
season, if you have not already joined us in
the work or would like to include an
additional gift towards LCMS mission
work in Asia we invite you to do so in one
of three ways:

But wait! What does that little asterisk next to “Japanese” mean in
their chart? Oh…those languages so identified are considered “more
difficult” than the other languages in the same category (e.g.,
Chinese and Arabic). OK, then! That means Japanese ranks as the
hardest among the most difficult languages. Why? because of its
complex writing system…of which Dan is working to gain some
mastery. The Japanese learn and memorize thousands of kanji
during their twelve years of public education. Dan has to learn
it a little bit faster. Just now he’s working very hard in
preparation for future work as a New Testament Greek
professor in Japan - God’s Word as our cornerstone in training
pastors in the peace that passes all understanding.
Brrring! Brrring! “Earthquake coming! 46 seconds…” my
early warning app awakens me in the wee hours of the morning.
With this much lead time, the epicenter must be a distance away;
so, I tip-toe into the room where our guest, Sean, is sleeping and
I retrieve our earthquake emergency backpack—just in case.
Soon our apartment begins to sway gently back and forth, but
nothing topples. Phew! The next morning our son calls. Were we
OK? He had heard about the 6.9 magnitude earthquake that had
hit north of us, triggering tsunami warnings.
This incident added a note of sobriety to Sean’s visit with us. As
part of Synod’s efforts to ensure the safety and security of
missionaries, his task was to help us complete a risk assessment
survey that compiled emergency locations, names, phone
numbers, etc. for us. Japan is at high risk for natural disasters—
typhoons and earthquakes are at the top of the list—but is
otherwise a peaceful and safe country in which to live and work
as your missionaries! We are thankful for both our heavenly and
earthly care!
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